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ABSTRACT 
Selecting the number of clusters is one of the greatest challenges in clustering analysis. In this 
thesis, we propose a variety of stability selection criteria based on cross validation for determining the 
number of clusters. Clustering stability measures the agreement of clusterings obtained by applying the 
same clustering algorithm on multiple independent and identically distributed samples. We propose to 
measure the clustering stability by the correlation between two clustering functions. These criteria are 
motivated by the concept of clustering instability proposed by Wang (2010), which is based on a form of 
clustering distance. In addition, the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed methods are numeri-
cally demonstrated on a variety of simulated and real world samples. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
 
 
1.1 Clustering Methods  
Clustering analysis, also called data segmentation, is the process of assigning a set of observa-
tions to groups (clusters) so that the items in a cluster are similar in some sense (but not identical) to 
one another and very different from the items in other clusters.  
Usually, clustering analysis is based on measures of distances between objects being clustered. 
We introduce here three of the most known clustering methods: k-means clustering, hierarchical clus-
tering and spectral clustering.  
 
1.1.1 K-means clustering 
The idea of k-means goes back to Hugo Steinhaus in 1956, but the actual term was first used by 
James MacQueen in 1967. 
In clustering analysis it is assumed that 1( ,..., )n nz x x= are independently sampled from some 
unknown distribution ( )p x  with px ∈ℝ . This non-hierarchical approach aims to partition the n                  
p-dimensional observations into k clusters ( k n≤ ) by minimizing a measure of dispersion within the 
clusters. The most common measure used is the sum of squared distances between all points and the 
cluster centers.  
The first step of the process is to choose the k initial cluster centers. It is really important to run 
the algorithm multiple times, because different starting locations cause different results. An idea is to 
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place the centroids as far away from each other as possible.  The next step is to take each point and as-
sociate it with the closest center.  At this point all k centroids are recalculated and the process stars 
over. Note that the k centroids change their location each time until no more changes are made.  
Therefore, the algorithm aims to minimize an objective function: 
2
( )
1 1
,
= =
= −∑∑
k n
j
i j
j i
J x c  
where i is a distance between two data points. 
 
The k-means algorithm 
Step 1. The data set is divided randomly into k clusters that have roughly the same number of data 
points. 
Step 2. For each data point the distance to each cluster is calculated. If the data point is closest to its 
own cluster, the data point is left where it was. If the data point is not closer to its own cluster, the data 
point is associated to the closest cluster. 
Step 3. Repeat the above step until a complete pass through all the data points results in no data point 
moving from one cluster to another. At this point the clusters are stable and the clustering process ends. 
The initial cluster selection can greatly affect the final clusters that result, in terms of inter-
cluster and intracluster distances and cohesion. 
The advantages of the k-means algorithm are as follows: each cluster contains at least one data 
point, there are exactly k clusters, the clusters are non-hierarchical, and it can be applied to large data 
sets because a distance matrix is not necessary. 
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1.1.2. Hierarchical clustering 
Hierarchical clustering focuses on forcing the data points into a strict hierarchy of nested sub-
sets. Lance and Williams in 1967 discuss a large variety of hierarchical clustering algorithms. The results 
of a hierarchical method can be displayed in a tree diagram, known as dendrogram. 
In comparison to k-means (a non-hierarchical clustering method), in hierarchical clustering the 
data are not partitioned into k clusters in step one. This method does not require an initial value for k, 
which can be considered an advantage. Despite this advantage the hierarchical clustering seems to be 
less efficient compared to k-means. 
There are two well known types of hierarchical clustering methods: agglomerative hierarchical 
clustering or the “bottom up” approach, which proceeds by a series of fusions of the n data points into 
groups, and divisive hierarchical clustering or the “top down” approach, which separates recursively as 
one moves down the hierarchy the n data points into finer groupings 
 
Agglomerative hierarchical clustering 
This method starts with as many clusters as data points and in each successive iteration, it ag-
glomerates the closest two clusters that satisfy a predefined similarity criteria. Clusters are successively 
merged until only one cluster remains. 
The Agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm: 
Step 1. n clusters are created; each data point is assigned to a separate cluster. Then, all the distances 
between clusters are calculated and a symmetric matrix of distances (similarities) is constructed. 
Step 2. The shortest distance within two clusters is obtained. 
Step 3. The two clusters are merged and the distance matrix is updated. 
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Step 4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 n-1 times (until the distance matrix is reduced to a single element). 
The agglomerative hierarchical clustering produces an ordering of the objects (informative for 
data display). Different distance metrics may generate different results. Performing multiple experi-
ments and comparing the results is recommended to support the veracity of the original results. Small 
number of clusters is obtained, property that can be really helpful for discovery. No provision can be 
made for a relocation of objects that may have been 'incorrectly' grouped at an early stage. The result 
should be examined closely to ensure that it makes sense. 
 
Divisive hierarchical clustering 
This top-down clustering method is less commonly used. It works in a similar way to the agglo-
merative clustering but backwards. It starts with only one big cluster formed by all data points and in 
each successive iteration groups are continually divided until there are as many clusters as objects. 
 
The divisive hierarchical clustering algorithm: 
Step 1. One big cluster containing all data points is initially considered. All the distances between points 
are calculated and the symmetric matrix of distances (dissimilarities) constructed. 
Step 2.The longest distance within two data points/clusters is obtained. 
Step 3. The data is divided into two clusters and the distance matrix updated. 
Step 4. Repeat  Steps 2 and 3 n-1 times. 
The top down hierarchical clustering is conceptually more complex that the bottom up cluster-
ing, since it needs a second clustering algorithm as a “subroutine”. It’s been proven that produces more 
accurate hierarchies than the bottom up algorithms in some circumstances. Divisive hierarchical cluster-
ing benefits from complete information about the global distribution when making top-level partitioning 
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decisions, while agglomerative hierarchical clustering methods make clustering decisions based on local 
patterns without initially taking into account the global distribution.  
 
1.1.3. Spectral clustering 
Spectral clustering techniques rely on the eigenstructure of the matrices derived from the data. It parti-
tions points into disjoint clusters with points in the same clusters having high similarity and points in dif-
ferent clusters having low similarity.  
The Normalized Cuts algorithm by Shi and Malik (1997) is frequently used for image segmenta-
tion. 
Spectral clustering it is simple to implement, and can be solved efficiently by any standard linear 
algebra software. Ng, Jordan and Weiss (2001) proposed a simple spectral clustering algorithm that can 
be implemented using a few lines of Matlab.  They show surprising results on a number of challenging 
clustering situations, proving that spectral clustering can outperform traditional clustering algorithms 
(such as k-means).  
The spectral clustering algorithm 
Step 1.  The affinity matrix and the diagonal matrix are created. 
Step 2. The largest eigenvector is created (chosen to be orthogonal to each other in the case of repeated 
eigen values) and a new matrix in created by stacking the eigenvectors in columns. 
Step 3.  Each row of the matrix is renormalized to have unit length. 
Step 4. Treating each row of the new matrix as a point, k clusters are created via any clustering algo-
rithm that attempts to minimize distortion. 
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Step 5. Finally, each original point is assigned to a cluster if and only if the corresponding row of the ma-
trix was assigned to a cluster. 
 
1.2 Determining the number of clusters in a data set 
The concept of the number of clusters is very different between hierarchical and partitional clus-
tering algorithms. In the case of hierarchical clustering, the number of clusters does not necessarily need 
to be specified beforehand. This number can vary depending on the level the tree is cut. On the other 
hand, partitional clustering requires that the number of clusters be specified before the algorithm is per-
formed. 
The selection of an appropriate number of clusters, quality often labeled as k (as in the k-means 
algorithm), is one of the most difficult problem in clustering analysis. Traditionally the value of k is ob-
tained by performing a clustering algorithm with several different values of k and selecting the one that 
leads to the optimal clusterings. It is clear that this is a trial and error process. For small datasets this is 
not a significant problem. However, for large datasets this can be very time consuming.  
If an appropriate value of k cannot be determined from prior knowledge of the dataset, some 
other method has to be chosen. The absence of an objective measure that examines the quality of the 
clusterings of a particular dataset makes the process of selecting a correct k an even harder task. Several 
decision making methods are available to us. 
 
1.3. Existing methods for selecting the number of clusters. 
There are many methods available to estimate the number of clusters these days. Several of 
these approaches were analyzed by Milligan and Cooper (1985) and by Dubes (1987). Rissanen (2000) 
proposed model building and model order selection. In this approach the complex models are more pa-
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nelized that the less complex ones. Other methods, such as Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) proposed 
by Akaike (1974) and Schwartz Information Criterion (SIC) derived by Schwarz (1978) are considered op-
timum for selecting the number of clusters for high-model complexity. 
 MDL (Rissanen 1996), AIC (Akaike, 1974), BIC and SIC (Schwarz, 1978) are some examples of pe-
nalized likelihood estimation methods. Resampling attempts to find the appropriate number of clusters 
by clustering many data samples, and determining where clusterings are “most stable”. 
Cross-validation is another approach for estimating the number of clusters proposed by Smyth 
(1996). This method splits the data in two or more parts. One part is used for clustering and the other 
part(s) is used for validation. Monte Carlo cross-validation attempts to fit the data quite accurately but 
in the same time minimizes the complexity of the model. 
 
1.4. Literature on clustering stability  
Another widely used method for selecting the number of clusters is based on stability argu-
ments: the number of clusters is chosen so that the corresponding clustering results are “most stable”. 
In recent year, several papers have been written on this method from the theoretical point of view.  
The idea behind clustering stability is that a “good” algorithm tends to repeatedly produce simi-
lar clusterings on data originating from the same source. In other words, the algorithm is stable with 
respect to input randomization.  
A major issue, as pointed out by Krieger and Green (1999) is that a clustering model is stable on-
ly if the objective function has a unique global minimize. It is demonstrated that the approaches men-
tioned in the article, fail to determine the appropriate number of clusters, especially if the sample size 
gets larger and the variable exhibit higher correlation. The clustering stability might not be that desirable 
for determining the value of k. 
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 Ben-Hur, Elisseeff and Guyon (2002) propose to use distribution of pairwise similarity between 
clusterings of sub-samples of a dataset as a measure of the stability of a partition. In this paper several 
experiments are run, and all the results coincide with the intuitive selection. 
Lange, Roth, Braun and Buhmann (2004) proposed a new measure of clustering stability to as-
sess the validity of a cluster model. Good performances have been achieved on both, simulated data 
and gene expression data sets. 
Another great paper on this idea is presented by Ben-David, von Luxburg and Pal (2006). In this 
work, the authors propose some new definitions of stability and some related clustering notions. The 
results suggest that the existence of a unique minimize indicates stability, and the existence of a symme-
try permuting such minimize indicates instability. The results indicate that stability does not reflect the 
validity or meaningfulness of the selection of the number of clusters. Instead, the parameters it meas-
ures are independent of clustering parameters. 
 
1.5. Instability selection of the number of clusters  
Wang (2010) focuses in his paper on introducing some novel criteria for determining the num-
ber of clusters. This new selection criterion measures the quality of clusterings through their instability 
from sample to sample. Here the clustering instability is estimated through cross validation, and the goal 
of the method is to minimize the instability. The data is divided into two training sets and one validation 
set to imitate the definition of stability. Then, a distance based clustering algorithm is applied on the 
independent and identically distributed training sets and the inconsistencies evaluated on the validation 
set. This method has been proven to be effective and robust on a variety of simulated and real life ex-
amples. Chapter 2 is dedicated entirely to Wang’s definition of instability. 
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Selection of the number of clusters for the iris data.
 
Figure 1.1 An illustrative example on clustering instability and stability: (a) the iris data – Petal; 
(b) the iris data – Sepal; (c) clustering stability curve; (d) clustering instability curve 
 
 
1.6. Stability selection of the number of clusters 
In this thesis, we propose a novel definition of stability. To measure the clustering stability we 
suggest that the correlation between two clustering functions to be used. A similar approach can be 
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found in Fowlkes and Mallows (1983), where similarly the closeness between two hierarchical clustering 
functions is used.  
The stability measure is assumption free and applicable to the distance based clustering algo-
rithm described by Wang, and also applicable to the non-distance based clustering algorithms.  
By definition, the clustering stability serves as a quality measure of the clustering algorithm, so it 
can be used to compare clusterings with different numbers of clusters. The well  known iris data is used 
to demonstrate how the number of clusters changes the stability measure; and the results are displayed 
in Figure 1.1. Evidently, the maximum clustering stability and the minimum clustering instability are 
achieved at k=2. The iris data is one of the examples in Chapter 5, while Chapter 3 in dedicated entirely 
to our novel method of determining the number of clusters by maximizing the stability. 
 
1.7. Summary  
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents the definition of instability 
based on the distance proposed by Wang (2010). Chapter 3 introduces the newly proposed definition of 
stability based on correlation. Chapter 4 focuses on selection consistency.  In Chapter 5 we compare the 
two approaches on both simulated and real world examples. Finally, Chapter 6 contains some discus-
sion. R codes are also available for review in Appendix A.  
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Chapter 2 
Clustering Instability 
Most of the materials in this chapter are reproduced from Wang (2010). 
 
2.1. Introduction 
To introduce the definition of instability proposed by Wang (2010), we first define our variables. 
We assume that 1 2( , ,..., )n nz x x x=  is independently sampled from some known probability distribu-
tion ( )p x  with px ∈ℝ . In clustering analysis, a clustering is defined as a mapping ( ; , )nk Zφ ⋅ :
{ }1,...,p k→ℝ , where φ  and the number of clusters 2≥k are predetermined. 
The distance between two cluterings is defined by Wang (2010) as follows. 
 
Definition 1 (Clustering Distance). For any two clusterings 1( )xφ and 2( )xφ of the same data nz , the dis-
tance between 1( )xφ and 2( )xφ is defined as 
( )1 2 1 2( , ) 1 ,φ φ = + =Dist P I I  
where ( )I ⋅ is an indicator function, { }1 1 1( ) ( )I I X Yφ φ= = and  { }2 2 2( ) ( )I I X Yφ φ= =  and X and Y are 
i.i.d. from ( )p x . 
 
The distance function is required to satisfy the following conditions: non-negativity, identity of 
indiscernibles, symmetry and subadditivity/triangle inequality.  Ben-David, von Luxburg and Pal (2006) 
have been established that the clustering distance has to be symmetrical and has to satisfy the triangle 
inequality. Important to mention is that they did not require that a clustering distance satisfy that if  
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1 2( , ) 0Dist φ φ = then 1 2φ φ= . As a prototypic example they considered the Hamming distance (or pair-
counting distance). 
In a similar way, Wang proves that the distance proposed ( , )d ⋅ ⋅  is a legitimate distance meas-
ure. Wang proves that the distance is nonnegative, symmetrical and satisfies the triangle inequality. 
 
2.2. Instability 
Wang’s definition of instability of a clustering algorithm φ as the expected distance of two clus-
terings obtained by applying φ to two i.i.d. samples from ( )p x  with a given number of clusters is as fol-
lows. 
 
Definition 2 (Clustering Instability). Given the number of clusters k, the instability of φ is defined as  
*( , ) ( ( ( ; , ), ( ; , )))n nInstab k E Dist k Z k Zφ φ φ= ⋅ ⋅ , 
where ( ; , )nk Zφ ⋅ and *( ; , )nk Zφ ⋅ are clusterings obtained by applying φ  on nZ and *nZ respectively; and 
nZ and *nZ are two independent samples from p(x). 
 
So, the clustering instability is actually a quality measure of any clustering algorithm. Wang sug-
gested the use of clustering instability to compare clusterings of a data set with different number of 
clusters. If the number of clusters is greater than the true one, the clustering algorithm will split true 
clusters into small one and this split changes from sample to sample; on the other hand if the number of 
clusters is smaller than the true one, the algorithm will merge true clusters into bigger once and this 
merging will change from sample to sample. Both cases will lead to instable clusterings.  
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2.3. Cross validation for clustering 
This technique is mainly used in settings where the goal is prediction, and the purpose of it is to 
assess how the result of a statistical analysis will apply to a data set. So basically it can be considered as 
a model selection criteria. Allen (1974), Stone (1974) and Geisser(1975) were the first once to dedicate 
their time to cross validation. 
Cross-validation is based on data splitting, part of the data being used to construct a model and 
the rest of the data is used to measure the performance of the model. The first part of the data is called 
the training set and the second part of the data is called the validation set. 
The following cross validation techniques are worth to mention. 
R-fold cross-validation (Breiman, 1984) partitions the data into r equally (or nearly equally) sized 
segments or folds. One fold is used as a validation set and the rest as a training set. The process is re-
peated r times (until each fold is selected as validation set one time) 
Multifold cross-validation (Zhang, 1993) considers all possible partitioning with the same ratio 
and repeated learning-testing (Burman, 1989) considers only one subset of splittings with the same ra-
tio. 
Wang focused his attention on the repeated learning-testing scheme in implementation subse-
quently. We are going to follow his lead and use the repeated learning-testing scheme as well. Because 
of the multiple data splittings used in model selection, two different ways to help summarize the results 
from each splitting are used: cross-validation with voting and cross-validation by averaging. 
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2.3.1. Cross-validation with voting 
Let { ( ; , )}nk zφ ⋅  be a set o clusters and k=2,…,K, where K is predetermined as the largest possible num-
ber of clusters in comparison. 
nz  is split into two training sets and one validation set. Two clusterings 
are created by applying the same algorithm φ on the two training sets, and the validation set is used to 
measure the distance between the two clusterings. Then, the procedure that minimizes the instability in 
each splitting is selected, and the procedure selected the most number of times is selected as the best 
one. Note that this algorithm is applicable to any clustering method as long as the observations are in-
dependently and identically distributed. 
Cross-validation with voting algorithm for clustering proposed by Wang: 
Step1. Permute data 1( ,..., )nx x and obtain * *1( ,..., )c cnx x .  
Step2. Split the permuted data 
* *
1( ,..., )c cnx x  into three parts with m , m  and 2n m− observations re-
spectively: 
* * *
1 1( ,..., )c c cmz x x= , * * *2 1 2( ,..., )c c cm mz x x+= and  * * *3 2 1( ,..., )c c cm nz x x+= . 
Step 3. For simplicity, let
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )( )* * * * * * * * * * * *1 2 1 1 2 2, ; , , , ; , ; , ; , ; , 1 .φ φ φ φ φ= = + = =c c c c c c c c c c c ci j i j i jV x x k z z I I x k z x k z I x k z x k z
Then the estimated ( , )φInstab k is defined as 
 ( )* * * * *1 2
2 1
( , ) , ; , , , .φ φ
+ ≤ < ≤
= ∑
c
c c c c
i j
m i j n
Instab k V x x k z z  
Step 4. Compute ɵ
*
2arg min
c
k Kk ≤ ≤= 
* ( , )cInstab kφ . 
Step 5. Repeat Steps 1-4 for c = 1, … C, and define ɵk  as the mode of ɵ ɵ ɵ{ }*1 *2 *, ,..., Ck k k . 
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2.3.2. Cross-validation with averaging 
This technique averages the instability measures over the different partitioning and selects the 
procedure that yields the minimum averaged error.   
Cross-validation with voting algorithm for clustering proposed by Wang: 
Step1. Permute data 1( ,..., )nx x and obtain * *1( ,..., )c cnx x .  
Step2. Split the permuted data 
* *
1( ,..., )c cnx x  into three parts with m , m  and 2n m− observations re-
spectively: 
* * *
1 1( ,..., )c c cmz x x= , * * *2 1 2( ,..., )c c cm mz x x+= and  * * *3 2 1( ,..., )c c cm nz x x+= . 
Step 3. For simplicity, let
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )( )* * * * * * * * * * * *1 2 1 1 2 2, ; , , , ; , ; , ; , ; , 1 .φ φ φ φ φ= = + = =c c c c c c c c c c c ci j i j i jV x x k z z I I x k z x k z I x k z x k z
Then the estimated ( , )φInstab k is defined as 
 ( )* * * * *1 2
2 1
( , ) , ; , , , .φ φ
+ ≤ < ≤
= ∑
c
c c c c
i j
m i j n
Instab k V x x k z z  
Step 4. Define  
*
1
( , ) ( , )
C c
c
Instab k C Instab kφ φ−
=
= ∑ , when c = 1, … C. 
Step 5. Compute ɵ 2arg min k Kk ≤ ≤= ( , )Instab kφ . 
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Chapter 3 
Clustering Stability 
 
 
3.1. Introduction 
A clustering algorithm is considered a good algorithm if it produces clusterings that do not vary 
much from one sample to another sample; if repeated samples are drawn.  
In Chapter 2 we introduce Wang’s idea of instability based on a form of clustering distance. The 
main idea of his method is to minimizing the instability.  
 In Chapter 3, we propose to measure the clustering stability by the correlation between two 
clustering functions, similar to the one used to measure the closeness between two hierarchical cluster-
ing functions in Fowlkes and Mallows (1983). 
 
Definition 3 (Clustering Correlation). For any two clusterings 1( )xφ and 2( )xφ of the same data nz , the 
correlation between 1( )xφ and 2( )xφ is defined as 
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )
1 2 1 2
1 2
1 1 2 2
1 1 1( , ) ,
1 1 1 1 1 1
φ φ = = − = ==
= − = = − =
P I I P I P I
Corr
P I P I P I P I  
where  { }1 1 1( ) ( )I I X Yφ φ= = and  { }2 2 2( ) ( )I I X Yφ φ= = , and X and Y are i.i.d. from ( )p x . 
 
If the denominator of the right-hand side equals to zero then 1 2( , ) 0.Corr φ φ =  
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Clearly, the clustering correlation defined above is closely related to Wang’s definition of the 
clustering distance. 
 
3.2. Stability 
Our definition of stability of a clustering algorithm φ as the expected correlation between two 
clustering functions obtained by applying φ to two i.i.d. samples from ( )p x  with a given number of clus-
ters is as follows. 
 
Definition 4 (Clustering Stability). Given the number of clusters k, the stability of any ( ; , )nk Zφ ⋅  is de-
fined as  
( ) ( )( ){ }*( , ) ; , , ; ,n nStab k E Corr k Z k Zφ φ φ= ⋅ ⋅ , 
where ( ); , nk Zφ ⋅ and ( )*; , nk Zφ ⋅ are clusterings obtained by applying φ on nZ and *nZ respectively; 
and 
nZ and *nZ are two independent samples from p(x). 
 
3.3 Cross-validation for clustering 
The key idea is the same as the one proposed by Wang. The data is divided into two training sets 
and one validation set, where the two training sets are used to construct two clustering functions via the 
same clustering algorithm, and the clustering stability is calculated as the correlation between the two 
clustering measured on the validation set. Multiple data splittings are performed in order to reduce es-
timation variability.  
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As discussed in Chapter 2, there are two ways to perform multiple data splittings; one is called 
cross validation with voting and the other is called cross-validation with averaging. We will describe both 
in the following.  
 
3.3.1. Cross-validation with voting 
Cross validation with voting algorithm for clustering using the newly defined stability: 
Step1. Permute data 1( ,..., )nx x and obtain * *1( ,..., )c cnx x .  
Step2. Split the permuted data 
* *
1( ,..., )c cnx x  into three parts with m , m  and 2n m− observations re-
spectively: 
* * *
1 1( ,..., )c c cmz x x= , * * *2 1 2( ,..., )c c cm mz x x+= and  * * *3 2 1( ,..., )c c cm nz x x+= . 
Step 3. For simplicity, let
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )( )* * * * * * * * * * * *1 2 1 1 2 2, ; , , , ; , ; , ; , ; , 1 .φ φ φ φ φ= = + = =c c c c c c c c c c c ci j i j i jV x x k z z I I x k z x k z I x k z x k z
Then the estimated ( , )Stab kφ is defined as 
 ( )* * * * *1 2
2 1
( , ) , ; , , , .φ φ
+ ≤ < ≤
= ∑
c
c c c c
i j
m i j n
Stab k V x x k z z  
Step 4. Compute ɵ
*
2arg max
c
k Kk ≤ ≤= 
* ( , )cStab kφ . 
Step 5. Repeat Steps 1-4 for c = 1, … C, and define ɵk  as the mode of ɵ ɵ ɵ{ }*1 *2 *, ,..., Ck k k . 
 
3.3.2. Cross validation with averaging 
This technique averages the stability measure over the different partitioning and selects the 
procedure that yields the minimum averaged error.   
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Cross validation with averaging algorithm for clustering using the newly defined stability: 
Step1. Permute data 1( ,..., )nx x and obtain * *1( ,..., )c cnx x .  
Step2. Split the permuted data 
* *
1( ,..., )c cnx x  into three parts with m , m  and 2n m− observations re-
spectively: 
* * *
1 1( ,..., )c c cmz x x= , * * *2 1 2( ,..., )c c cm mz x x+= and  * * *3 2 1( ,..., )c c cm nz x x+= . 
Step 3. For simplicity, let
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )( )* * * * * * * * * * * *1 2 1 1 2 2, ; , , , ; , ; , ; , ; , 1 .φ φ φ φ φ= = + = =c c c c c c c c c c c ci j i j i jV x x k z z I I x k z x k z I x k z x k z
Then the estimated ( , )Stab kφ is defined as 
 ( )* * * * *1 2
2 1
( , ) , ; , , , .φ φ
+ ≤ < ≤
= ∑
c
c c c c
i j
m i j n
Stab k V x x k z z  
Step 4. Repeat Steps 1 – 3 for c = 1, … C.  and define  
*
1
( , ) ( , )
C c
c
Stab k C Stab kφ φ−
=
= ∑ .  
Step 5. Compute ɵ 2arg max k Kk ≤ ≤= ( , )Stab kφ . 
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Chapter 4 
Selection Consistency 
 
 
A proposed selection criterion’s effectiveness is usually demonstrated on a variety of numerical 
experiments, and researches usually demonstrate that the selection criterions asymptotic selection con-
sistency is established when the dataset is properly split. 
Similar, we establish an asymptotic theory regarding the selection consistency of the proposed 
cross-validation procedures. 
Let { }0 2,...,k K∈  be the true number of clusters. To discriminate among the candidate cluster-
ings, a preference of 0k  over its competitors needs to be specified. The following assumptions are 
made. 
Assumption 1. Assume that ( ) ( )( )* *1 2; , , ; ,c cCorr k z k zφ φ⋅ ⋅
 
converges to one exactly rate 
,m kr in prob-
ability as m → ∞ . 
Assumption 2. For any 0ε > , there exists 0δ >  such that when m is sufficiently large, 
( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )( )
* *
1 2
0
* *
0 1 0 2
1 ; , , ; ,
1 1 ,     .
1 ; , , ; ,
φ φ
δ εφ φ
 
− ⋅ ⋅
 > + > − ∀ ≠
 
− ⋅ ⋅
 
c c
c c
Corr k z k z
P k k
Corr k z k z
 
The two above mentioned assumptions are quite similar to the assumptions proposed by Wang 
(2010). And the statement and the proof of the following theorem are similar to the ones in Wang 
(2010).  
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Theorem 1. For a single splitting 
* *
1 2,
c cz z and *3
cz , under Assumptions 1 and 2, we have 
ɵ( )* 0 1cP k k= → , as long as m → ∞ and ( ) 0 2,2 mink k m kn m r≠− → ∞ . 
 
Proof of Theorem 1. 
For a given splitting,
* * *
1 1( ,..., )c c cmz x x= , * * *2 1 2( ,..., )c c cm mz x x+= and * * *3 2 1( ,..., )c c cm nz x x+= , 
( ) ( )( ) ( )* * * * * *0 1 2 1 2, , , 0 ,c c c c c cijP s k s k z z P W z zφ φ≥ = ≥∑ɵ ɵ  
                                                ( ) * *1 22 , ,2
 − 
= − ≥ ∆  
  
∑ c cij ij k
n m
P W EW z z  
where ( ) ( )* * * * * * * *1 2 0 1 2, ; , , , , ; , , ,c c c c c c c cij i j i jW V x x k z z V x x k z zφ φ= − , and 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )( )
* * * * * *
1 2 0 1 0 2 1 2
* *
1 2
| , ; , , ; , ; , , ; ,
                                  ; , , ; , .
φ φ φ φ
δ φ φ
∆ = − = ⋅ ⋅ − ⋅ ⋅
= ⋅ ⋅
c c c c c c
k ij
c c
E W z z d k z k z d k z k z
d k z k z  
We have found that for any arbitrary 0ε > , there exists 0δ > such that ( ) 1kP A ε> −
 
with 
kA being the set in Assumption 2,
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )( ){ }* * * *1 2 0 1 0 21 ; , , ; , 1 1 ; , , ; ,c c c ckA Corr k z k z Corr k z k zφ φ δ φ φ= − ⋅ ⋅ > + − ⋅ ⋅ . 
 By Bernstein’s inequality for U-statistics on kA , 
( ) ( )( )
2
2
* *
* *
0 1 2
2
2
2
, , , exp 2
2 22 2
2 2 2
k
c c
c c
n m
P s k s k z z
n m n mn m
φ φ
 
− 
 ∆ 
  ≥ ≤ − 
− −   −            
ɵ ɵ
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22
2
exp .
2
 − ∆    = −
 
 
 
k
n m
 
Therefore, for any given k, 
( ) ( )( )
2
* *
0
2
2
, , exp .
2
φ φ ε
 − ∆    ≥ ≤ + −
 
 
 
ɵ ɵ
k
c c
n m
P s k s k
 
Therefore, if m → ∞ and ( ) 2
,
2 min m kn m r− → ∞ , we have ( ) ( )( )* * 0, , 0c cP s k s kφ φ≥ →ɵ ɵ . 
Noting ɵ( ) ( ) ( )( )
0
* * *
0 0, , ,
c c c
k k
P k k P s k s kφ φ
≠
≠ ≤ ≥∑ ɵ ɵ  Theorem 1 is proved. 
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Chapter 5 
Numerical  Experiments  
 
 
5.1 Introduction 
Our goal in this chapter is to compare the definition of instability proposed by Wang, which fo-
cuses on minimizing the instability, and the newly defined definition of stability, which aims to maximize 
the stability. In Chapter 2 Wang’s distance was defined as ( ) ( )1 2 1 2, 1Dist P I Iφ φ = + = , and its expecta-
tion was defined as instability, 1 2( , ) ( ( , ))Instab k E Distφ φ φ= . In Chapter 3 we propose a similar dis-
tance 1 2( , )Corr φ φ . 1 2( , )Corr φ φ  is related to ( )1 2,Dist φ φ because 
{ } ( ) ( )1 2 1 2 1 21 1 1 0P I I P I I P I I= = = − + = − = = . On the other hand, 1 2( , )Corr φ φ  differs from 
( )1 2,Dist φ φ  because 1 2( , )Corr φ φ excludes ( )1 2 0P I I= = in measuring the agreement between 1φ
and 2φ , and incorporates the standardization over the concordance frequency between 1φ and 2φ . 
Hence, ( , )Instab kφ tends to underestimate the instability of a clustering algorithm especially when 
( )1 2 0P I I= = is large.  
 
5.2 Simulated examples 
5.2.1 Two-dimensional examples 
Initially, six two dimensional datasets are generated to be examined. Figure 5.1 contains the plot 
of these examples. 
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Figure 5.1 Two-dimensional examples. 
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The first example contains two clusters of 100 data points each, sampled from standard normal 
distribution, with different mean and standard deviation. 
The second simulated example contains three clusters of 100 points each. Two of the clusters 
are of equal size and density and the third cluster in halfway between the first two, it is smaller and 
more compact. 
The third two dimensional example contains five spherical clusters of equal size and density, 
some clusters slightly overlap. 
Example four has six clusters of 200 points each, well separated spherical clusters. 
The fifth example is made of seven well separated clusters of varying size and density, contain-
ing a total of 1400 data points. 
The last example contains nine square clusters connected at the corners. 
Each simulated example is repeated 50 times and the results are summarized in Table 5.1. Cross 
validation with voting is used in both cases, and the k-means algorithm.  Both stability and instability 
yield superior performances in well-separated clusters (see Example 2 and 4). For the other examples 
apparently both clustering algorithms tend to suggest far few clusters because the cluster separation 
was not great enough for it to consider the clusters to be distinct.  Example 6 is great to take in consid-
eration. Instability performs well every single time, in comparison to Stability which does it about 60% of 
the time. The other 40% of the times it finds only one big cluster. Taking in consideration that the nine 
squares are touching and that the whole graph is perfectly symmetrical it would probably make sense.    
Stability performs far superior in Example 1, because the clustering stability measure is based on 
correlation. 
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Table 5.1.  Two-dimensional  examples: the estimated numbers of clusters using stability and instability 
 
                   Method 
Estimated number of clusters 
      2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Example 1. Two clusters  
Instability 48 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Stability 48 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Example 2. Three clusters  
Instability  0 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Stability  0 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Example 3. Five spherical clusters of equal size and density. Some clusters slightly overlap 
Instability  23 0 0 27 0 0 0 0 0 
Stability  50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 
Example 4. Six spherical clusters of equal size and density  
Instability  0 0 0 0 50 0 0 0 0 
Stability  0 0 0 0 50 0 0 0 0 
Example 5. Seven well separated clusters of varying size and density  
Instability  0 0 0 0 4 46 0 0 0 
Stability  0 0 0 1 7 42 0 0 0 
Example 6. Nine  square clusters connected at the corners 
Instability  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 50 0 
Stability  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 29 0 
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Table 5.2. Multi-dimensional  examples: the estimated numbers of clusters using stability and insta-
bility 
 
                   Method 
Estimated number of clusters 
      2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Example 1. Two elongated clusters in 3 dimensional space 
Instability 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Stability 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Example 2. Four exponential clusters in 10 dimensional space 
Instability  25 0 1 0 0 0 0 4 20 
Stability  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 
Example 3 is another interesting one. Before we analyze the performance of the two methods 
we should point out that clustering analysis does not offer an exact definition for the true k. As men-
tioned above some of the five spherical clusters overlap forming two bigger clusters. So, we can con-
clude that both stability and instability yield superior performances.    
  
5.2.2 Multi-dimensional examples 
To compare the performance of the two methods in question we are now going to examine two 
multidimensional distance-based examples also found in Wang’s paper. 
The first multi-dimensional dataset is Example 7, which is the same as the two elongated clus-
ters in three dimensions example in Tibshirani, Walther and Hastie (2001). The first cluster is generated 
by taking 100 equally spaced values from -0.5 to 0.5 and Gaussian noise with standard deviation 0.1 is 
added to each feature. The second cluster is generated in a similar way, except that at the end 10 is  
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Figure 5.2 Estimated clustering stability and instability for Example 8 
(four exponential clusters in 10 dimensional space) 
 
 
added to each feature. As a result two elongated cluster are created, stretching out along the main di-
agonal of a three dimensional cube. 
The eighth example contains four non-Gaussian clusters in a 10-dimensional space. Each cluster 
is of size 100 and is sampled from standard exponential distribution centered at ( )4,4 , ( )4, 4−  , ( )4,4−
and ( )4, 4− − ; and the rest eight dimensions are noises sampled from standard exponential distribution. 
Each simulated example is repeated 50 times, and the results are summarized in Table 5.2.  
Both the stability and instability yield superior performances in Example 7, a low dimensional 
example. As the dimension becomes high the two performs less satisfactory. Another reason behind the 
performance could be that we are dealing here with non-Gaussian clusters.   It is worth pointing out that 
cross-validation with voting and k-means is used is both cases, which might not be the best option in this 
situation.  Figure 5.2 displays the stability and instability curve.  
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Figure 5.3 Estimated clustering stability and instability for the wine data 
 
5.3 Real Examples 
We now examine the effectiveness of the new defined stability on two real life examples. 
               The first example is the iris data (Fisher, 1936), which is perhaps the best known database in 
pattern recognition literature.  The dataset contains 150 observations from three different species of iris 
(Setora, Versicolour, Virginica), each with four attributes: length and width of sepal, length and width of 
petal. 
               The second real life example is the wine data set (Forina, M. et al, PARVUS), which contains re-
sults of a chemical analysis of wines grown in Italy and derived from three different cultivars. The 178 
data points consist of 12 measurements. 
The true value of k is usually unknown when real data is examined. The iris data contains three 
species of iris so we would estimate the number of clusters for this data set to be three.  Likewise be-
cause the wine data consists of three classes we would also expect to obtain three for the true value of 
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k. The estimated clustering stability and instability curves for the iris data are both summarized in Figure 
1.1. The clustering stability achieves its highest value at 2k =ɵ , result that is acceptable for clustering as it 
is known that two of the species are undistinguishable (Sugar & James, 2003).   The estimated clustering 
stability and instability curves for the wine data are displayed in Figure 5.3. The clustering stability curve 
reaches its highest point at 3k =ɵ , which meets the result of our experiment and our expectations.   
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CHAPTER 6 
Discussion 
 
 
In this thesis, we propose some novel criteria for selecting the number of clusters that are appli-
cable to various clustering algorithm. The previous proposed approaches are focusing on maximizing the 
within-cluster similarity and/or within cluster dissimilarity. Wang’s proposed selection criteria measure 
the quality of clustering through instability from sample to sample.  The proposed selection criteria 
measure the quality of clustering through stability from sample to sample. This stability measure is as-
sumption free and applicable to both distance based and non-distance based clustering algorithms; and 
it is measured by the correlation between two clustering functions. Modified cross validation schemes 
are used, which are more reliable when there is no compelling evidence to justify the model assump-
tion. 
We should point out that determining the real number of clusters is a major challenge of clus-
tering analysis. Unfortunately, the true number of clusters is not a well defined concept in the statistical 
literature.  The proposed criterion is one of the many practical ways of defining the true number of clus-
ters. Due to the lack of objective definition of a proper clustering, deciding which method is the best is 
almost an impossible task.  We can only claim that clustering stability can be useful criterion for assess-
ing the goodness of clustering algorithms.  
The advantages and disadvantages of the proposed criteria are demonstrated, both numerically 
and theoretically. 
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APPENDICES  
Appendix A: R code for simulation 
 
 
#################################################### 
#                                 MAIN  FUNCTIONS       
#################################################### 
# 
#            Stability and Instability Curves - 2 Dimensional Data 
# 
#################################################### 
#################################################### 
 
##################### 2 clusters ###################### 
 
stab.avg=rep(0,10) # simulation results 
instab.avg=rep(0,10) # simulation results 
stab=matrix(NA, 50, 10) # instability matrix 
instab=matrix(NA, 50, 10) # instability matrix 
 
for (k in 2:10)   
{   
   for (i in 1:50) 
     {   sim2=matrix(0,200,2) 
  
         x1=rnorm(100,0,1)  
         x2=rnorm(100,0,1) 
    
         sim2[,1]=c(.05*x1,x1+3) 
         sim2[,2]=c(x2,x2) 
 
         data.sd=stand(sim2)  
 
         instab[i,k]=clus.cv(data.sd,k)  # instability measure given k 
         stab[i,k]=clus.cv.new(data.sd,k)    # stability measure given k 
     }       
  stab.avg[k]<-mean(stab[,k]) 
  instab.avg[k]<-mean(instab[,k]) 
 } 
 
################## 3 clusters ################## 
 
stab.avg3=rep(0,10) # simulation results 
instab.avg3=rep(0,10) # simulation results 
stab3=matrix(NA, 50, 10) # instability matrix 
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instab3=matrix(NA, 50, 10) # instability matrix 
 
for (k in 2:10)   
{   
   for (i in 1:50) 
     {   sim3=matrix(0,300,2) 
  
         x1=rnorm(100,0,1)  
         x2=rnorm(100,0,1) 
    
         sim3[,1]=c(x1,.1*x1+3,x1+6) 
         sim3[,2]=c(x2,.1*x2+3,x2) 
   
         data.sd=stand(sim3)  
 
         instab3[i,k]=clus.cv(data.sd,k) 
         stab3[i,k]=clus.cv.new(data.sd,k)           
        } 
  stab.avg3[k]<-mean(stab[,k]) 
  instab.avg3[k]<-mean(instab[,k]) 
} 
 
################## 5 clusters ################## 
 
stab.avg5=rep(0,10) # simulation results 
instab.avg5=rep(0,10) # simulation results 
stab5=matrix(NA, 50, 10) # instability matrix 
instab5=matrix(NA, 50, 10) # instability matrix 
 
for (k in 2:10)   
{   
for (i in 1:50) 
     {   sim5=matrix(0,1250,2) 
  
         x1=runif(1000,-1,1)  
         x2=runif(1000,-1,1) 
         ind=which(x1^2+x2^2<=1) 
         x1=x1[ind[1:250]] 
         x2=x2[ind[1:250]]  
  
         sim5[,1]=c(x1,x1+2,x1+4,x1+1,x1+3) 
         sim5[,2]=c(x2+2,x2+2,x2+2,x2,x2) 
 
 
         data.sd=stand(sim5)  
 
         instab5[i,k]=clus.cv(data.sd,k) 
         stab5[i,k]=clus.cv.new(data.sd,k)           
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    } 
  stab.avg5[k]<-mean(stab[,k]) 
  instab.avg5[k]<-mean(instab[,k]) 
       
} 
 
################## 6 clusters ################## 
 
stab.avg6=rep(0,10) # simulation results 
instab.avg6=rep(0,10) # simulation results 
stab6=matrix(NA, 50, 10) # instability matrix 
instab6=matrix(NA, 50, 10) # instability matrix 
 
for (k in 2:10)   
{  
 for (i in 1:50) 
     {   sim6=matrix(0,1200,2) 
 
         x1=runif(1000,-1,1)  
         x2=runif(1000,-1,1) 
         ind=which(x1^2+x2^2<=1) 
 
         x1=x1[ind[1:200]] 
         x2=x2[ind[1:200]]  
 
         sim6[,1]=c(x1,x1,x1,x1+2.5,x1+2.5,x1+2.5) 
         sim6[,2]=c(x2,x2+3,x2+6,x2,x2+3,x2+6) 
         data.sd=stand(sim6)  
 
         instab6[i,k]=clus.cv(data.sd,k) 
         stab6[i,k]=clus.cv.new(data.sd,k)           
      }       
  stab.avg6[k]<-mean(stab[,k]) 
  instab.avg6[k]<-mean(instab[,k]) 
 
} 
 
################## 7 clusters ################## 
 
stab.avg7=rep(0,10) # simulation results 
instab.avg7=rep(0,10) # simulation results 
stab7=matrix(NA, 50, 10) # instability matrix 
instab7=matrix(NA, 50, 10) # instability matrix 
 
for (k in 2:10)   
{ 
 for (i in 1:50) 
     {   sim7=matrix(0,1400,2) 
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         x1=runif(1000,-1,1)  
         x2=runif(1000,-1,1) 
         ind=which(x1^2+x2^2<=1) 
 
         x1=x1[ind[1:100]] 
         x2=x2[ind[1:100]]  
   
         sim7[,1]=c(1.5*x1+6,.5*x1+9,x1+8,1.75*x1,3*x1+13,2.5*x1+3,2*x1+15) 
         sim7[,2]=c(1.5*x2+2,.5*x2+5,x2+8,1.75*x2,3*x2,2.5*x2+7,2*x2+10) 
 
         data.sd=stand(sim7)  
 
         instab7[i,k]=clus.cv(data.sd,k) 
         stab7[i,k]=clus.cv.new(data.sd,k)           
     }       
  stab.avg7[k]<-mean(stab[,k]) 
  instab.avg7[k]<-mean(instab[,k]) 
 
} 
 
################## 9 clusters ################## 
 
stab.avg9=rep(0,10) # simulation results 
instab.avg9=rep(0,10) # simulation results 
stab9=matrix(NA, 50, 10) # instability matrix 
instab9=matrix(NA, 50, 10) # instability matrix 
 
for (k in 2:10)   
{   for (i in 1:50) 
     {  sim9=matrix(0,1350,2) 
 
         x1=runif(1000,-1,1)  
         x2=runif(1000,-1,1) 
         ind1=which((x1>=-x2) & (x1>=x2))    
         ind2=which((x1<=-x2) & (x1<=x2))    
 
         aux1=x1[ind1[1:75]] 
         aux2=x1[ind2[1:75]]  
         aux3=x2[ind1[1:75]] 
         aux4=x2[ind2[1:75]] 
              
sim9[,1]=c(aux1,aux2+2,aux1+2,aux2+4,aux1+4,aux2+6,aux1,aux2+2,aux1+2,aux2+4,aux1+4,aux2+6,aux
1,aux2+2,aux1+2,aux2+4,aux1+4,aux2+6) 
         
sim9[,2]=c(aux3,aux4,aux3,aux4,aux3,aux4,aux3+2,aux4+2,aux3+2,aux4+2,aux3+2,aux4+2,aux3+4,aux4+
4,aux3+4,aux4+4,aux3+4,aux4+4) 
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         data.sd=stand(sim7)  
 
         instab9[i,k]=clus.cv(data.sd,k) 
         stab9[i,k]=clus.cv.new(data.sd,k)           
   }       
  stab.avg9[k]<-mean(stab[,k]) 
  instab.avg9[k]<-mean(instab[,k]) 
} 
 
 
#################### the curves ################## 
 
par(mfrow=c(6,3)) 
 
plot(sim2[,1],sim2[,2],xlab='x1',ylab='x2',font.main=1,main="(a) ")   
plot(2:10, stab.avg[2:10],type='b',font.main=1,xlab="Number of clusters",ylab="Estimated Clustering 
Stability",main="(b)") 
plot(2:10, instab.avg[2:10],type='b',font.main=1,xlab="Number of clusters",ylab="Estimated Clustering 
InStability",main="(c) ") 
 
plot(sim3[,1],sim3[,2],xlab='x1',ylab='x2',font.main=1,main="(a)")   
plot(2:10, stab.avg3[2:10],type='b',font.main=1,xlab="Number of clusters",ylab="Estimated Clustering 
Stability",main="(b)") 
plot(2:10, instab.avg3[2:10],type='b',font.main=1,xlab="Number of clusters",ylab="Estimated Clustering 
InStability",main="(c) ") 
 
plot(sim5[,1],sim5[,2],xlab='x1',ylab='x2',font.main=1,main="(a)")   
plot(2:10, stab.avg5[2:10],type='b',font.main=1,xlab="Number of clusters",ylab="Estimated Clustering 
Stability",main="(b)") 
plot(2:10, instab.avg5[2:10],type='b',font.main=1,xlab="Number of clusters",ylab="Estimated Clustering 
InStability",main="(c) ") 
 
plot(sim6[,1],sim6[,2],xlab='x1',ylab='x2',font.main=1,main="(a)")   
plot(2:10, stab.avg6[2:10],type='b',font.main=1,xlab="Number of clusters",ylab="Estimated Clustering 
Stability",main="(b) ") 
plot(2:10, instab.avg6[2:10],type='b',font.main=1,xlab="Number of clusters",ylab="Estimated Clustering 
InStability",main="(c) ") 
 
plot(sim7[,1],sim7[,2],xlab='x1',ylab='x2',font.main=1,main="(a)")   
plot(2:10, stab.avg7[2:10],type='b',font.main=1,xlab="Number of clusters",ylab="Estimated Clustering 
Stability",main="(b) ") 
plot(2:10, instab.avg7[2:10],type='b',font.main=1,xlab="Number of clusters",ylab="Estimated Clustering 
InStability",main="(c) ") 
 
plot(sim9[,1],sim9[,2],xlab='x1',ylab='x2',font.main=1,main="(a)                                         ")   
plot(2:10, stab.avg9[2:10],type='b',font.main=1,xlab="Number of clusters",ylab="Estimated Clustering 
Stability",main="(b)") 
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plot(2:10, instab.avg9[2:10],type='b',font.main=1,xlab="Number of clusters",ylab="Estimated Clustering 
InStability",main="(c) ") 
 
#################################################### 
# 
#            Stability and Instability Curves – Multidimensional Data  
# 
#################################################### 
 
 
stab.avg=rep(0,10) # simulation results 
instab.avg=rep(0,10) # simulation results 
stab=matrix(NA, 50, 10) # instability matrix 
instab=matrix(NA, 50, 10) # instability matrix 
 
for (k in 2:10)   
{   
   for (i in 1:50) 
     {   sim1=matrix(0,200,3) 
         sim1[,1]=c(seq(-0.5,0.5,l ength=100),seq(-0.5,0.5,length=100)+10)+rnorm(200,0,0.1)  
         sim1[,2]=c(seq(-0.5,0.5,length=100),seq(-0.5,0.5,length=100)+10)+rnorm(200,0,0.1) 
         sim1[,3]=c(seq(-0.5,0.5,length=100),seq(-0.5,0.5,length=100)+10)+rnorm(200,0,0.1) 
           
        data.sd=stand(sim1)  
 
         instab[i,k]=clus.cv(data.sd,k)  # instability measure given k 
         stab[i,k]=clus.cv.new(data.sd,k)    # stability measure given k 
     }       
  stab.avg[k]<-mean(stab[,k]) 
  instab.avg[k]<-mean(instab[,k]) 
 } 
 
stab.avg=rep(0,10) # simulation results 
instab.avg=rep(0,10) # simulation results 
stab=matrix(NA, 50, 10) # instability matrix 
instab=matrix(NA, 50, 10) # instability matrix 
 
for (k in 2:10)   
{   
   for (i in 1:50) 
     {    sim4=matrix(0,200,10) 
          sim4[,1]=c(rep(4,50),rep(-4,100),rep(4,50))+c(rexp(50,1),-rexp(100,1),rexp(50,1)) 
          sim4[,2]=c(rep(4,100),rep(-4,100))+c(rexp(100,1),-rexp(100,1)) 
          sim4[,3:10]=matrix(rexp(1600,1),ncol=8) 
  
         data.sd=stand(sim4)  
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         instab[i,k]=clus.cv(data.sd,k)  # instability measure given k 
         stab[i,k]=clus.cv.new(data.sd,k)    # stability measure given k 
     }       
  stab.avg[k]<-mean(stab[,k]) 
  instab.avg[k]<-mean(instab[,k]) 
 } 
 
 
 
#################################################### 
# 
#            Stability and Instability Curves – The Iris Data  
# 
#################################################### 
 
stab.avg=rep(0,10) # simulation results 
instab.avg=rep(0,10) # simulation results 
stab=matrix(NA, 20, 10) # instability matrix 
instab=matrix(NA, 20, 10) # instability matrix 
 
 
for (k in 2:10) 
{ 
  for (i in 1:50)          # let i denote the ith random partition 
       { 
         instab[i,k]=clus.cv(myiris,k) 
         stab[i,k]=clus.cv.new(myiris,k) 
       } 
  stab.avg[k]<-mean(stab[,k]) 
  instab.avg[k]<-mean(instab[,k]) 
} 
 
par(mfrow=c(2,2)," The Iris Data") 
plot(iris$Petal.Length, iris$Petal.Width, pch=21,  
bg=c("red","white","black")[unclass(iris$Species)],font.main=1,main="(a)                                         ")                      
plot(iris$Sepal.Length, iris$Sepal.Width, pch=21, 
bg=c("red","white","black")[unclass(iris$Species)],font.main=1,main="(b)                                         ")          
plot(2:10, stab.avg[2:10],type='b',font.main=1,xlab="Number of clusters",ylab="Estimated Clustering 
Stability",main="(c)                                         ") 
plot(2:10, instab.avg[2:10],type='b',font.main=1,xlab="Number of clusters",ylab="Estimated Clustering 
InStability",main="(d)                                         ") 
 
#################################################### 
# 
#            Stability and Instability Curves – The Wine Data  
# 
#################################################### 
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### load tseries 
wine<-read.matrix("wine.txt",header = FALSE, sep = ",", skip = 0) 
wine=stand(wine) 
 
stab.avg=rep(0,10) # simulation results 
instab.avg=rep(0,10) # simulation results 
stab=matrix(NA, 50, 10) # instability matrix 
instab=matrix(NA, 50, 10) # instability matrix 
 
 
 
for (k in 2:10) 
{ 
  for (i in 1:50)          # let i denote the ith random partition 
        { 
         instab[i,k]=clus.cv(wine,k) 
         stab[i,k]=clus.cv.new(wine,k) 
       } 
  stab.avg[k]<-mean(stab[,k]) 
  instab.avg[k]<-mean(instab[,k]) 
} 
 
par(mfrow=c(2,1)) 
plot(2:10, stab.avg[2:10],type='b',font.main=1,xlab="Number of clusters",ylab="Estimated Clustering 
Stability",main="(a)                                         ") 
plot(2:10, instab.avg[2:10],type='b',font.main=1,xlab="Number of clusters",ylab="Estimated Clustering 
InStability",main="(b)                                         ") 
 
 
 
